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1. Introduction. The functions k(x) and h(x) are said to form a pair of

Fourier kernels if the following pair of reciprocal equations are simultaneously

valid:

(1) g(x) = f "'k(xy)f(y)dy,
J o

(2) /(*) =  fXh(xy)g(y)dy.
J o

The kernels are said to be symmetrical if k(x)=h(x) and unsymmetrical if

k(x)9£h(x). The symmetrical case only will concern us here.

Various sets of conditions have been discovered which ensure the validity

of (1), (2), the set we use here consists of convergence conditions on/(x),

k(x) and h(x) together with a functional equation satisfied by the Mellin

transforms of k(x) and h(x). K(s) is said to be the Mellin transform of k(x) if

(3) K(s) = f   k(x)x*~Hx.
J o

If 77(5) is the Mellin transform of h(x) then the functional equation in ques-

tion is

(4) 7C(s)77(l - s) = 1,

[6, p. 214 (8.3.5)].
Our first aim is to find the most general G-function which is also a sym-

metrical Fourier kernel. The G-function is a sum of hypergeometric functions

each of which is usually an entire function. It is easily defined by means of its

Mellin transform so that the satisfaction of the functional equation (4) is

quickly determined. The G-function has been much studied by many authors

but these studies have been mainly confined to establishing the differential

equations they satisfy, the linear relationships which exist between them and

the various asymptotic forms they assume for large values of the variable.

In particular Barnes [l] and Meijer [4] have written lengthy memoirs on

the asymptotic problem. Here I shall concentrate entirely on the G-function

as a symmetrical Fourier kernel.
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Following Meijer's definition [4, p. 229], but with s replaced by —s, the

G-function is written as on the left of (5) below and defined by the integral

on the right:
m n

IT Wi + s)U Til -a{-s)
au - - - , aP\        1    r    ,_i i=.i

) = — I    -x''ds.
h, ■ ■ ■ ,bq/      2wi J t   A '

II r(i - bi - s) n r(* + 5)
i—Jn-t-1 i—n+1

Thepolesof the integrand must be simple and those of r(&i+5),i=l, • • •, m,

must lie on one side of the contour £and those of r(l— ai — s), i=l, • • • , n,

must lie on the other side.

If Mis) denotes the coefficient of x~* in the integrand of (5) then evidently

Mis) is the Mellin transform of the G-function on the left of (5). It is there-

fore easy to decide whether the functional equation

(6) Mis)Mil - s) = 1

is or is not satisfied. The satisfaction of (6) alone, however, is insufficient to

ensure the validity of the reciprocity (1), (2). More is required, but if (6) is

established then much progress has been made towards the setting up of

(1), (2).
I shall prove here that the following G-function, denoted by G(x) for

brevity,

,„.        _. ,       1   _<i.p   / i/c\ai, - - - , ap,l - c — au ■ - - , 1 — c — ap\
(7) G(x) =—G2P,23(x ),

c \      I bi, ■ - - , bt, 1 — c — bi, ■ - - , 1 — c — bq/

is a symmetrical Fourier kernel. The reciprocity (1), (2) will be established

in two cases; in the first case we shall use convergence in mean square and in

the second we shall use the methods of ordinary convergence. As is usual in

Fourier transform theory the second case is much more difficult.

If (7) is a symmetrical Fourier kernel then it is easy to deduce that [6,

p. 220]

ai, ■ ■ ■ ap, 1 — c — ai, ■ - • , 1 — c — ap\

bi, - ■ ■ bq, 1 — c — bi, ■ ■ ■ , 1 — c — bq)

is also a symmetrical Fourier kernel. The function (8) seems to contain most

of the well-known Fourier kernels when e = l/2. When c = ¿ = l/2, g=l and

p = 0 the function (8) becomes a Bessel function. When c = k = l/2, g = 2 and

p = 0 then (8) gives us Fourier kernels which are frequently products of Bes-

sel functions.

In a previous paper [3] I have given some general theorems for the kernels

of (1), (2). In Theorem 2 of that paper [3, p. 407] it is possible to choose the

first kernel so as to be equal to

(5)

(8)

¿"z

hp.2q[  ikx)
1/«
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1 1 )
«li ' ' ' > <h> — — aU • ' ' i — — <h

1 1
bl,  •  •  • , ijH-li ~1-&1> ' * * i —-Vf-1

With this choice of the first kernel the second kernel of the theorem also be-

comes equal to (9) and the theorem then specializes to the case of the sym-

metrical kernel. Evidently (9) is a special case of (8) with c = Jfe=l/2 and

q = p + l. As a final example, again for the case c = l/2, Roop Narain [5]

proves that the Mellin transform of (8) satisfies (6) when c=l/2. He does

not, however, proceed to establish the reciprocities (1), (2).

The rest of the contents of this paper are briefly as follows. I shall first

establish the reciprocities (1), (2) with G(x) of (7) as the symmetrical Fourier

kernel. I confine myself to (7) because the Mellin transforms of G-functions

which are not included in the type (7) do not satisfy (6) and therefore cannot

be Fourier kernels. The formulae (1), (2) will be set up in two cases, using

convergence in mean square methods in the first case and ordinary conver-

gence methods in the second. As frequently happens in Fourier transform

theory the second case is much more difficult. After setting up (1), (2) I

shall state and prove a general formula for the self reciprocal functions asso-

ciated with G(x).

In the second part of this paper I shall define a function 27(x) which is

much more general than G(x) of (7). I shall then establish (1), (2) with 27(x)

as the kernel and also give a formula for the self reciprocal functions associ-

ciated with 27(x). Finally I shall obtain the asymptotic expansion of 77(x)

when x is real and positive, using a method which I originated in my previous

paper on Fourier kernels [3].

2. Some properties of G(x). Using the definition of G(x) given by the

Bateman project [2, p. 207] the G(x) of (7) is defined by

U r(&m + s) n T(l - an - s)

(10)      G(x) =- f     -—-—-x-i°ds.
2wicJ r,    A A-

u T(C + bm - S) II P(l - C - On + s)
m=\ n=l

All poles of the integrand in (10) must be simple and the contour Fi must

separate the poles so that those of Y(bm + s), m= 1, • • • , q, lie on one side of

Fi and those of T(l—a» — s), n — 1, • ■ • , p, lie on the other side of Ti. For

reasons which appear later we shall assume that q^p + l so that q can never

take the value 0. We do, however, allow the value p = 0 if, when this is the

case, the two products in (10) from m = 1 to n = p are each replaced by unity.

Finally we assume x to be real and positive.

On replacing s by cs in (10) we obtain

(9)
-1/2    P+l.P
¿     Cr2p,2p+2
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fi Tibm + es) fi r(l - aB - es)

(11)    G(x)=-î-f     -=S-=î-*■*».
2xí J r      « _£_

u r(e + i» - es) l[ril - c- a„ + es)
T

m=l

In (11), if s = a+it, we take the contour T to be the line from a—i<» to

o+i<x>. In (11) we assume that c>0, that all the poles of the integrand are

simple and that those of r(ôm+C5), m = \, • • • , q, lie on the left of T and

that those of T(l —a„ —C5), w = 1, • • • , p, lie on the right of T.

Let

n r(a„ + cj) II r(i - a, - cs)

(12) Mis) = -—-

p

II
n-1

u r(c + i« - «) n r(i - c - a„ - «)
m—1 m=l

Evidently Mis) is the Mellin transform of G(x), in the sense inverse to that of

(3), and

(13) M(5)M(1 - s) - 1.

For large 5 the asymptotic expansion of the Gamma function is [7, p. 272]

(14) log Tis + a) = (s +a--Alogs-s + — log(2x) + As~l + Ois~2),

where |args| =7r — 5, S>0, A is a constant independent of 5 and 0 is the

Landau order symbol. Along the line T we write 5 = <r+t'i (<r and t real) and

in Mis) we replace Gamma functions involving —cs by Gamma functions

containing -fc5 with the help of the formula r(z)r(l— z) =7r/sin(7rz), [7,

p. 233]. For brevity we write h = 2ciq — p) (for reasons which appear shortly

h will be positive) and then from (14) along the line T for large positive or

negative t we have

(15) Mis)x-'= | í | *<•*-»'*> exp{tï(A log/ - log x + B)}{D + 0( | /|~1)}

where £ is a constant and £ is also a constant but £ may have one value

for large positive / and another value for large negative t.

On a large circle whose points have the polar co-ordinates (P, 0) it fol-

lows from (14) that Mis) is dominated by the factor exp{ (ATc log R) cosô}.

Hence if h is positive the contour T can be closed by a large semicircle on the

left while if h is negative it must be closed by a large semicircle on the right.

Consequently if h>0 the residues of the integrand of (11) at the poles of
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T(bm+cs), mi = 1, • • • , q, can be used to express G(x) in terms of hyper-

geometric functions. These functions are series of positive powers of x and

entire functions. But when h<0 we must use the poles of T(l—an — cs),

« = 1, • • ■ , p, and these lead to an expression for G(x) in negative powers of

x. Since such series present special difficulties which I do not wish to discuss

here I shall assume for the rest of this paper that «>0. Now c>0 and q and p

are positive integers or zero, hence h = 2c(q — p)>0 implies that q^p + l and

this is the way in which the assumption h>0 will be written.

From (15) the integral of (11) is uniformly convergent with respect to x

when or < 1/2. On integrating through the integral sign we then obtain from

(ID

(16) Gi(x) = f G(x)dx,
J o

and

i   r  m(s)
(17) Gi(x) = —: j    -x^-'ds.

2iriJ t 1 — s

We have proved (16) and (17) for the case a < 1/2 but the case of interest

to us is when a = 1/2 because the line <r = 1/2 is the contour of Theorem 1 in

the next section. We can also prove that (16) and (17) are true when <r = 1/2

by the following methods. On multiplying (15) by \/t we see that the integral

of (17) converges when a= 1/2 and, since h>0, that we may close the contour

by a large semicircle on the left. If, as is the case in Theorem 1, all the poles

of T(bm+cs), »i=l, • • • , q, lie on the left of <r = 1/2 and all other poles lie on

the right then the computation of the integral in (17) by residues gives us

quite easily the individual powers of G(x) each integrated from 0 to x. Since

G(x) is an entire function such term by term integration is justified and the

final result is Gi(x) as defined by (16). Hence, with the conditions of Theorem

1, (16) and (17) are true when a =1/2.

Again with s = a+it as before we see from (15) that on the line <r= 1/2 the

function M(s)x~~\ as a function of s, is bounded for all values of t. Hence on

o-=l/2, M(s)x-'/(l-s)£L2(l/2-ioo, 1/2+1°°) and so the integral of (17)

converges in mean square. But, with the conditions of Theorem 1 as proved

in the next section, §3, the integral in (17) also converges in the ordinary sense

to Gi(x) of (16). Hence if this integral is evaluated by mean square methods

its value will also be Gi(x) of (17) except, perhaps, in a set of measure zero.

This property of (17) enables us to prove Theorem 1.

3. Convergence in mean square.

Theorem 1. Re (3) denotes the real part of z. If (i) in M(s) of (12) we have
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c>0, q^p+1,  Re(om)>-e/2, m = l, - • • , q, and  Re(a„) <(2-c)/2,  (ii)

/(x)G£2(0, oo ) then

d      Í* °° dît
(a) g(x) = -       Gi(x«)/(«) -

dxJ o u

defines, almost everywhere, a function g(x)EL2(0, oo)

d   C° du
(b) f(x) = - I    Gi(xu)g(u) -

dxJ o u

d   r°° _ du

o

defines, almost everywhere, a function g(x)EL2(0, oo),

d   rw _      .        du

o

holds almost everywhere and

(C) C {f(x)\2dx =   C {g(x)\2dx.
•/ 0 •'0

The proof of this theorem is based upon Theorem 129, Titchmarsh [6,

p. 222].
In (17), which defines the relation between Gi(x) and M(s) (the Mellin

transform of G(x)), we take <r=l/2, (s = o+it) so that the contour T is the

line 1/2—¿oo to l/2+îoo. The inequalities (i) then ensure that all the poles

of r(om+c5), m = l, - • ■ , q, lie on the left and those of T(l—an — cs) lie on

the right of T, as required for the definition of G(x).

We now proceed to establish the truth of the three requirements of

Theorem 129 cited above.

The first requirement is that M(l/2+it)M(l/2 — it) = l, and this is true

because of (13). The second requirement is that Gi(x) and M(s) should be

related as in (17) and the third that/(x)G£2(0, <»), which is covered by (ii).

Since all the conditions of Theorem 129 [6, p. 221 ] are satisfied the con-

clusions of that theorem follow and for our case these conclusions are (a), (b)

and (c) above.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. The case of ordinary convergence. We now proceed to set up the

reciprocities (1), (2) for the much more difficult case of ordinary convergence.

The proof is based upon Titchmarsh, Theorem 134 [6, p. 232].

Theorem 2. Let h = 2c(q — p) and let Reiz) denote the real part of z. If

(i)  c>0,q^p+l,(sothath>0),

(ii) Re(bm)^c(l-h)/2h, m=l, ■ ■ ■ , q,

Reian)<i2h-ch-c)/2h,n=l, - - - , p,
(Hi) f(y)y(l~h)l2hEL(0,   oo) awd f(y) is of bounded variation near y = x,

(x>0), then

(18) J aG(xu) | J   Giuy)fiy)dy} du = y {fix + 0) +/(* - 0)}.
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We commence the proof by making the following transformations,

(19) x= X\       y=Yh    and    u = (Uc/h)\

in (18). Since y and u are variables of integration we have, after some obvious

adjustments for Y and the parameter X

rx / c\hl2 ( (xuc) h\

/. "(t) c({—} )(xuv"'"

r rx /c\hlî /(UYc)h\ /7\(/.-d/2   -i

(20) i/o *(t) <{—I h^'^b)   dvr

= - {f(X» + 0) + f(X» - 0)}.

Evidently the kernel G(x) has been replaced by the kernel

From (11) we have

II r(*m + «) n r(i -an- CS)

(21) = — f  -=L-=i-
II r(c + im - Ci) II r(i - an - C - CS)

m—1 n—1

/ Jfc\(-2»A+A^l)/2

vTJ (chy*ds,

where the contour of integration is a straight line parallel to the imaginary

axis in the s plane. The contour must lie in a strip of width \/2h with its right

hand boundary to the right of the imaginary s axis and distance 1/2 from it.

We now make one more transformation

(22) 2sh- h+ I = 2S.

Equation (21) then becomes

<23)      ÍiTUt})*'"'"-^™™'
where

'(*-l)/2
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«       / c        c       cS\*       / c        c       cS\

m   Rr{K+i-ü+j)Ml"--i+ü-j)
K(S) =-

«      / c       c      c5\   '      ( c       c      cS\

■GT-
If S = o+it, then the contour for (23) is any line from o0 — ¿°° to oo + i™

where 0<<r0<l/2.

As a consequence of these transformations we can now proceed to estab-

lish (20) from (24) by using Theorem 134 [6, p. 232]. This theorem is based

upon six conditions, four of which apply to K(S) and two to f(Yh), and we

now prove that all these conditions are fulfilled.

Let S = o+it; then the first condition is that we can find oo<0 and (Ti>l

such that K(S) is regular in the strip (r0<o,<Oi, except possibly for a finite

number of simple poles on the imaginary axis, a = 0. To prove that this is

true let 2 denote the strip S = a+it, 0^<r = l and — oo </< oo. From (24)

the poles of K(S) are evidently at the points

rh      h / cil - h)\ rh       h / cil - h)\
(25)    ____(>.__),    7 + 7(,_„. + __)

where r is a positive integer or zero. If in condition (ii) above only the in-

equalities hold then it is evident that all the a„ poles lie to the right of 2 and

all of the bm poles lie to the left of 2, none being on the boundaries of 2. If,

however, some of the equalities for bm hold in (ii) then there are some simple

poles of £(5) on the imaginary axis and there can be at most q of these.

Finally since the only singularities of £(5) are isolated simple poles it

follows that (To <0 and <ri> 1 can be found so that £(5) is regular in the strip

Oo<c<oi except for a finite number of simple poles on the imaginary axis.

The second condition, which is the most difficult of the six, requires an

investigation into the asymptotic expansion of £(5) for 5 = cr-H/ and large

positive or negative values of t. The formula r(z)r(l — z) =ir/sin(7rz), [7,

p. 233] is first used in order to convert those Gamma functions containing

— cS/h into Gamma functions containing +cS/h. The asymptotic expansion

for the Gamma function given by (14) is now applied to

/ c       c      cS\
rèm+ --- + -)

\ 2      2h      h /
(26) —-— •

/ c        c      ci>\
Y[bm + — +-I

V 2      2h      h /

It is then found that for large 5, |arg5| <ir — 5, 5>0, the asymptotic ex-
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pansion of (25) is the product of the following two factors (here 0 denotes the

Landau order symbol) :

/ cyCîS-i)/A        /2cr/ 1\ -n

(2,) (t)     ^{iL^-t)1085-^}

and

(28)
/ Dm (   1   \\   .       / c        c       cS\
[Bm + - +0 i-r—T      sin*- [bm + — +-).
\ 5 V S2 // \ 2       2**/

These factors will occur in the numerator of the asymptotic expansion for

K(S) and, since m = l, • ■ ■ , q, there will be q such factors in the numerator.

On applying the same analysis to

■0 c        c       cS\
r I 1 - a»-+-)

\ 2      2h      h
(29) -■

/ c        c       cS\
r(l-a„-+ — )

\ 2      2h      h)

we see that owing to the change in sign of S the factors will now be in the de-

nominator of the asymptotic expansion of K(S). Since m=1, • • • , p there

will then be p factors in the denominator of K(S) identical with (27) and

another p factors similar to (28), the main change in (28) being that bm+c/2

must be replaced by 1— an — c/2 and the constants Bm and Dm must be re-

placed by other constants.

Dealing first with the factors (27) the total effect is that in the asymptotic

expansion of K(S) the terms of (27) will appear raised to the power (q — p).

Noting that h = 2c(q—p) the result of raising (27) to the power (q — p) is

(30)

(^fm\,o{(s-\ygS-s}

on using the asymptotic expansion for T(S), where A and B are constants.

We now consider the contribution to the asymptotic expansion of K(S)

of terms such as given by (28). On putting S = <r+it in (31) below and allow-

ing / to become large and either positive or negative it is evident that

sin;r
/ c        c       cS\

*» + —+ — -—)
\ 2      2**/

T~ i    y
I cos — .SV )
\       2      /

(31)-= C + 0(e-l")
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where C2"í2c~,,)lh has the value — i e\p{i(bm+c(h+l))/2h] for large positive

values of / and -Hexp} — iibm+cih+l))/2h\ for large negative values of t.

The form of (31) still holds if —cS/h is replaced by +cS/h which occurs when

the a„ factors are considered.

We can now assess the total contribution of factors such as (28) to the

asymptotic expansion of £(5) when S = o+it and t is large. Since there are q

such factors in the numerator and p in the denominator and also h = 2ciq — p)

their total contribution will be

(32)        {d+!+o(i^)}cos(t4

where the constants £ and £ each have one value when / is large and positive

and, perhaps, another value when t is large and negative. From (24) the re-

quired asymptotic expansion is then the product of (30), (32) and the factor

ic/h)ll2~s. The final result we have established is therefore as follows: for

S = o+it and sufficiently large values of / the asymptotic expansion of £(5)

is given by

(33) £(5) = T(S) cos (-i Sx^j |« + ^ + 0 (t^t)} -

where the constants a and ß each have one value when t is large and positive

and, perhaps, another value when / is large and negative.

Equation (33) shows that the second condition of Theorem 134 [6, p. 232]

is fulfilled.

The remaining four conditions of this theorem are comparatively easy to

discuss. The third condition is that

£(5)£(1 - 5) = 1,

and this is easily established from (24). The fourth condition is that

<W'<{t}>(A-D/2

must be the Mellin transform of £(5). This, of course, is evident from (23).

The fifth and sixth conditions are that

(34) f    \fiYk)Y<w*\dY
J o

must exist and that the integrand of (34) must be of bounded variation near

Y—X, (X>0). On writing Yh = y it follows from (iii), in the enunciation of

Theorem 2, that these two conditions are also fulfilled.

Since we have proved that all the conditions of Theorem 134 [6, p. 232]

are satisfied it follows that the conclusions of this theorem are true and, con-
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sequently, that (20) above is true. On using the transformations (19) in

reverse the truth of (18) follows and the proof of Theorem 2 is then com-

pleted.

5. Some properties of G(x). In the previous section we proved that G(x)

is a symmetrical Fourier kernel by first transforming it and then proving

that the transformed function is a symmetrical Fourier kernel. The necessity

for such a transformation arises for the following reasons.

The classical kernels such as sin x, cos x, x1/2/ro(x) all behave in a very

similar manner as | x| —>°°. When x is complex they all tend to infinity with

exponential rapidity but when x is real they all oscillate finitely as x—»°°,

just like sin x. Now it is the behaviour of a function on the real axis which

decides whether it is a Fourier kernel or not and so the familiar finite oscilla-

tion on the real axis has formed the basis for much classical theory of Fourier

kernels, e.g. Theorem 134 [6, p. 232] which has been used in the previous

section. The function G(x) of (7) does not, however, necessarily behave in

this manner when x—»«> through positive values.

The asymptotic expansion for G(x) as defined by (7) is given by Meijer

[4, Theorem 18, assertion 4, p. 1065 (p. 1065, line 4, for mi + 1 =p/2+q/2

read m+n = p/2+q/2) and Theorem 9, p. 772]. For large real positive x we

have

G(x) = x(i-»'2h[cos{2(q - p)xl'h + a} {A + 0(x~2'h)}

+ sin{2(ç - p)xl>k + a}0(x~1lh)]

\oo)

+ ¿r('-."'¡P„ + 0(r1")},
n=l

where, as before, h = 2c(q — p), 0 is an order symbol for large x and a, A, Pn

are constants. On writing x = Xh and using (ii) Theorem 2

(Re(an) < (2* - ch - c)/2h)

(35) becomes

(36) G(Xh)X<h-»l* = cos{2(? - p)X + a}{A + 0(X~1)} + 0(.Jf-<1+*«'2),

where ß>l/2h. All the algebraical terms of (35) in the summation from

w=l to n = p have been merged into the term 0(X~(1+2ß)l2). From (36) the

kernel defined by (21) oscillates in the familiar manner like cos X as X—»°o

through positive values. Consequently we can prove (20) by a direct appeal

to Theorem 134 [6, p. 232] whereas (18) cannot be proved in such a manner.

It is now evident that in order to obtain the finite oscillation along the

real axis of the kernels in (20) the first G-function must be multiplied by

(XUyh-»12 and the second by (UY)^'»'2. The transformation (19),

u — (Uc/h)h, du = hU(h~1)(c/h)hdU, gives us the power of U we require but

y= Yh, dy = hYih~1)dYgives us a power Y(-h~1)l2 in excess of our requirements.
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This slight difficulty is easily overcome by attaching the excess power to

fiYh) as is done in (20).

These are the main reasons for the method of proof used in the previous

section.

All Fourier kernels are associated with certain discontinuous integrals.

The ones associated with G(x) are given by the easily proved theorem below.

Theorem 3. £e/ h be defined as in Theorem 2 and Gi(x) as in (16). If condi-

tions (i) awd (ii) of Theorem 2 hold then

0, x > y > 0,

/Gi(wy) 1Gixu) -— du = —, y = x > 0,
o u 2

1, y > x > 0.

To prove this we choose f(y) in (18) Theorem 2 so that f(y) = 1 when

y<Y and /(y)=0 when y>Y. Hence f(x) = 1 when x<F, /(x)=0 when

x> F, f(x — 0) = 1 when x= F and /(x+0) =0 when x= F. The integral with

respect to y in (18) then has 0 and F for its limits of integration and integrates

to GiiuY)/u. The final result is (37) above except that y has been replaced

by F.
6. Self reciprocal functions associated with the G-function. If

(38) fix) =  f  f(y)k(xy)dy,
J o

then/(x) is said to be a self reciprocal function for the kernel ¿(x). All sym-

metrical Fourier kernels can be associated with self reciprocal functions and

conversely. Let K(s) be the Mellin transform of ¿(x) and £(5) that of fix) as

defined by (3). Now multiply (38) by xs_1 and integrate with respect to x.

If the change of order of integration on the right hand side can be justified

we easily obtain

(39) Fis) = Fil - s)Kis).

From (39) follows

(40) £(5)£(1 - 5) = 1

which is the functional equation which all symmetrical Fourier kernels must

satisfy.

Conversely if ¿(x) is a symmetrical Fourier kernel its Mellin transform

£(5) must satisfy (40) and we may therefore expect £(5) to be expressible

in the form

(41) Kis) = £(5)/£(l - 5).
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If this is the case then by working backwards from (39) to (38) we see that

f(x) will be a self reciprocal function for k(x).

The self reciprocal functions for G(x) are given by Theorem 4 below. The

following formulae are useful in stating and proving this theorem. G(x) is

defined by (11) and its Mellin transform M(s) by (12). We write

Ms)
(42) M(s) = ——

D(s)

where

(43) N(s) = fi r(èm + es) fi r(l -an- cs).
m=l n=l

From (12) it is evident that

(44) N(l- s) = D(s).

Theorem 4. If (i) condition (i) of Theorem 1 holds, (ii) £(1/2 — s) is an even

function of s, (iii) N(s)E(s)G72(l/2-i°o , I/2+îoo),

I ~   l/2+¡00

(45) (iv)     f(x) = — N(s)E(s)x->ds,
2m J î/i-ix,

then

(46) /C*        Gi(xy)f(x)dx =       f(y) —^-dy.
o Jo y

If we can differentiate with respect to x through the integral sign then

(46) reduces to (38) and f(x), as defined by (45), is then a self reciprocal

function for G(x). Whether we can differentiate through the integral sign of

(46) or not we shall say that/(x) is a self reciprocal for G(x) if (46) is satisfied.

The advantage of this definition over (38) is that we can prove (46) by using

the much easier theory of convergence in mean square whereas the proof of

(38) requires the use of ordinary convergence methods.

Theorem 4 is proved by means of two applications of the Parseval theo-

rem, Theorem 72 [6, p. 95]. From (17) it follows that M(s)/(l - s)

G2.2(1/2— i«», 1/2 -M00) and that Gi(x)/x is its Mellin transform. Hence,

using y as the Mellin transform variable, it follows that Gi(xy)/y and

M(5)xl~"/(1~5) are Mellin transforms of each other. From condition (iii)

and Theorem 72 [6, p. 95] we can apply the Parseval theorem and obtain

C °°        Gi(xy) 1    c 1/2+i°° M(s)x1~i
(47) f(y) -^- dy = — | —^- N(l - s)E(l - s)ds

Jo y 2m J i/2_,'M    (1 - s)

J        /» l/2+ioo xl-<¡

(48) = — N(s)E(s)- ds,
¿mJ i/:!-,-,,, (1 — s)
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on using (42), (44) and condition (ii).

Again, using y as the Mellin transform variable, the function £(y) = l,

y<x and £(y)=0, y>x, has x'/s for its Mellin transform. Since £(y)

(E£2(0, oo ) we may apply the Parseval theorem once again (Theorem 72

[6, p. 95]). In (45), which defines/(x), replace x by y and use the £(y) just

defined ; we then have

(49) C fiy)dy= fCCfiy)Fiy)dy
o/  0 o/  0

J       /. 1/2+ioo X1—*

(50) = — NisMs) ——- ds.
¿irlJ 1/2—t» (1 — s)

Comparison of (48) and (50) evidently completes the proof of Theorem 4.

Theorem 4 contains as special cases such well known self reciprocal func-

tions as exp( —x2/2) for cos x and x exp( —x2/2) for sin x.

6. The 77(x) function. A more general function than the G-function of (5)

is the function/(x) defined by the following equation:

m n

II r(i( + Cis) II r(a, - eiS)

(51) /(*) - — f   -±!---x-'ds.

II r(ii - as) n r(a,- + as)
i=m+l i=n+l

This reduces to the G-function of (5) when a = c, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , q, ei = c,

i=l, ■ ■ - , p, a,- is replaced by 1— a,, i— 1, • • • , w and bi is replaced by

1 — bi, i = m + l, ■ ■ -, a. As far as I am aware these functions have not so far

been studied to any great extent but they possess one advantage in common

with the G-function. For a suitable contour T the Mellin transform of f(x)

is evidently the coefficient of x-* in the integrand of (51). Consequently the

question whether the Mellin transform of /(x) does or does not satisfy the

functional equation is easily answered and this answer helps us to decide

whether f(x) can or cannot be a symmetrical Fourier kernel.

We now restrict/(x) to 77(x) whose Mellin transform does satisfy (6).

77(x) is defined by

II r(6» + cms) II r(an - ens)

(52) H(x) = — f   -—-—-x-'ds
2wiJ T     Jy *r

II Tibm + cm - cms) II r(a„ - en + ens)
m=.l n=l

where the following simplifying assumptions are made:

(i) cm>0, m = l, ■ • ■ , q; e„>0, w = l, • • • , p,

(ii) all the poles of the integrand of (52) are simple,
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(iii) the contour F is a straight line parallel to the imaginary axis in the

5 ( = (7+ii) plane and the poles of T(bm+cms) lie on the left of F while those of

T(an — ens) lie on the right of T.

(53) (iv)      D = 2 ( ¿ cm - ¿ en) > 0.
\m—l n=l       /

The quantity D plays in the 77(x) theory a part analogous to that played by

the quantity h in the G(x) theory in §2.

On writing (52) in the form

(54) H(x) = — f P(s)x~'ds
2m J t

it is evident that

(55) P(s)P(l - s) « 1.

We now use the asymptotic expansion of the Gamma function (14) to

determine the order of P(s), s = o+it, a and t real, when / is large and either

positive or negative. The result is

(56) P(s) =  \ t\Di"-ll2) exp{it(D log t-log x- D)}{Q + 0(\t\-1)},

where Q is a constant which may have one value when t is large and positive

and another value when / is large and negative. From (56) we see that if

cr < 1/2 then the integral of (54) is uniformly convergent with respect to x.

We may integrate through the integral sign of (54) and therefore if

(57) 77i(x) = f H(x)dx,
J o

then

1    C     Pis)
(58) Hi(x) = —- x^-ds.

2-KlJ T   (1   — S)

This has been proved only when <t<1/2 but in the next two theorems the

contour F will be taken along the line er= 1/2 and so it is necessary to extend

the proof. To do this we note that on a large circle whose points have polar

co-ordinates (R, d) the dominant factor in P(s) is

(59) exp {2)(2? log 2?) cos 0}.

Since D>0we may close the contour F of (54) by a large semicircle on the

left and express 77(x) in terms of the residues of T(bm+cms), m = l, • • • , q.

For 77(x) we then obtain q power series, each of which is an entire function.

For the integral of (58), on multiplying (56) by l/t it follows that the
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integral converges when a =1/2. Again (59) is the dominant factor for the

integrand of (58) on a large circle so that the contour T can be closed by a

large semicircle on the left. The integral can then be computed by means of

the poles of r(ôm+cm5). We then find easily that the residues are the terms of

77(x) integrated with respect to x. Since the power series expressing 77(x) are

all entire functions such term by term integration is permissible and so (57)

and (58) are still true when <r = l/2.

From (56) P(s) is bounded on the line <r=l/2 and therefore P(s)/(1— s)

EL2il/2 — i°o , 1/2+ioj). Consequently we may evaluate the integral of (58)

either by the methods of ordinary convergence or by the methods of con-

vergence in mean square and both these evaluations must be the same, ex-

cept for a set of points of zero measure. Consequently if the integral of (58)

is evaluated by the methods of convergence in mean square the result will

be 77i(x) as defined by (57). We can now proceed with the statement and

proof of the next two theorems.

7. Convergence in mean square theorems.

Theorem 5. Re(z) denotes the real part of z. If (i) cm>0, m = l, - ■ ■ , q,

e„>0, w= 1, • • • , p and

D = 2 ( ¿ cm - ¿ e„) > 0,
\m=l n=l      /

(ii) Re(6m)> -Cm/2, m = l, ■ ■ - , q,

Re(an)>e„/2, w = l, • • • , p,

(iii) /(x)££2(0, oo ) then

d   /* °° du
(a) gix) = — I     Hiixu)fiu) —

dxJo u

defines, almost everywhere, a function g(x)E£2(0, oo),

d   C °° du
(b) fix) = -       Hiixu)giu) -

dxJ o u

holds almost everywhere and

(c) r {fix)\2dx = r {gix)\2dx.
Jo Jo

Before starting on the proof we note that the inequality for Re(a„) above

differs from that of Theorem 1. This is due to the fact that in the definition

of G(x) we have used 1 — an whereas in the definition of 77(x) we have replaced

l-a„ by a„.

As in the case of Theorem 1 the theorem above is proved by an appeal to

Theorem 129 [6, p. 222].
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First we observe that conditions (i) and (ii) above ensure that the poles

of V(bm+cms), mi=1, • • • , q, lie on the left of the line <r = l/2 (s = (r+if) and

that the poles of T(an—ens) lie on the right of <r = 1/2. Hence we can choose

the line v— 1/2 for the contour F in (58).

We now proceed to establish the truth of the three conditions of Theorem

129 [6, p. 222]'. They are (i) that P(l/2+*0P(l/2-*O = l, which follows
from (55), (ii) that 27i(x) and P(s) should be related as in (58) and (iii) that

f(x)£72(0, oo ) which is covered by condition (iii) above. Since the conditions

of Theorem 129 [6, p. 222] are satisfied the conclusions of that theorem must

also be true and these conclusions are (a), (b) and (c) above. This completes

the proof of Theorem 5.

We now proceed to obtain a formula for the self reciprocal functions of

77(x). The following results are useful in the statement of the theorem. We

write
i

Q(s)
(60) P(s)

W(s)

where

(61) Q(s) = fi r(6„ + cms) fi r(a„ - ens).
m—l n=l

Here P(s) is the coefficient of x~' in the integral of (52) and so

(62) Ç(l - s) - W(s).

We can now state the theorem in question.

Theorem 6. If (i) conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5 both hold, (ii) £(1/2 — s)

is an even function of s, (iii) Q(s)E(s) G L2(l/2—i<*>, l/2+i<x>),

I r, l/2+i°o

(iv)      f(x) = — I Q(s)E(s)x-'ds
i J l/2-i,2m, l/2-t00

then

//• °°        Hi(xy)f(x)dx =        f(y) —^- dy.
o J o y

If we can differentiate with respect to x through the integral sign on the right

of (63) we obtain a formula akin to (38) and/(x) is then a self reciprocal func-

tion for the kernel 77(x). But even if this differentiation cannot be performed

we shall still say that (63) defines/(x) as a self reciprocal function for 77(x).

The proof of Theorem 6 above is almost identical with that of Theorem 4,

§6. The Parseval theorem for the Mellin transform, Theorem 72 [6, p. 95] is

applied twice along the lines of equations (48) and (50) of §6. Further details
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are hardly necessary and we shall therefore continue with the next theorem.

8. The case of ordinary convergence. As frequently happens in Fourier

transform theory, theorems using the methods of ordinary convergence appear

to be much more difficult to establish than those which use the methods of

convergence in mean square.

Theorem 7. Re(z) denotes the real part of z. If (i) cm>0, m = l, • • • , q;

e„>0, w = l, • • • , p; and

D = 2 ( ¿ cm - ¿ e„ ) > 0,
\m=l n=l      /

(ii) Re(6m)=cm(l-£)/2£, m = l, ■ ■ ■ , q,

Re(a„)>e„(l+£)/2£, w = l, ■ ■ ■ , p;

(hi) fiy)y(l~D)l2D ££(0, °o) awd fiy) is of bounded variation near y = x,

(x>0) then

(64)        J   H(xu)(f   H(uy)f(y)dy\du = -{f(x + 0)+f(x-0)}.

Once again the inequality for Re(a„) above differs from that of Re(a„)

in condition (ii) Theorem 2. This is so because 1—a„ is used in Theorem 2

while a„ is used instead in Theorem 7.

As in the case of Theorem 2 we prove Theorem 7 by first transforming

(64) into a form to which Theorem 134 [6, p. 232] can be applied. For future

use we define a quantity a as follows:

(65) a = fl (cm/D)2^D fl (en/D)e-2°»">.
m=l n—1

Since all the terms on the right hand side of (65) are positive it is evident that

(65) defines a as a unique positive quantity. We now write

(66) x = XD,       y = Y»    and    « = (Ua)D

in (64). We then obtain, on allowing for dy = D YD~ld Y and du = D UD~1aDd U,

f   H{iXUa)D\iXUa)<D-»i2Da1l2

(67) -If   7i{(£Fa)B}(£Fa)(D-1)'2£aI'2/(Fß)(F/A)(ß-1>/2dFl dU

= j{fiX° + 0)+fiX°-0)}.

We aim at proving (64) by proving (67) first. Evidently the kernel of (67) is

H{iXci)D}iXa)<D-»l2Dali2 and from (52) we have
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H{(Xa)D}(Xa)^-^'2Da"2

(68)

2m J

J\V(bm + cms) n r(a„ - e„s)

—-—-(Xay-2D°+D-»'2Dall2ds.

II r(*"> + cm — Cms) II r(<*» — «» + ens)

We now make one more transformation

(69) (-27*+ D- l)/2 = -5.

Equation (68) then becomes

(70) 77{ (Xa)D} (XaYD-^l2Dall2 = -   f Z(s)X~sdS,
2m J

where

(71) 2(5) =
A-/. c-(J-D      f.^'      / «.(O-l)   ,   enS\

where the contour F is any straight line parallel to the imaginary axis in the

5 ( = <r+it) plane for which 0<a<l/2. The corresponding contour for (68)

is easily deduced from this statement by means of the transformation (69).

As a consequence of these transformations we can now proceed to prove

(64) by first proving (67) and (67) is proved in turn by using Theorem 134

[6, p. 232]. The last theorem is based upon six conditions of which four apply

to Z(S), the Mellin transform of the kernel in (67) and of the function on the

left of (70), and two to/(Fß). We now show that all these six conditions are

satisfied.

With S = a+it, o and / real, the first condition is that we can find (T0<0

and ci> 1 such that Z(S) is regular in the strip <r0<<r<<ri, except possibly for

a finite number of simple poles on the imaginary axis <r = 0. The poles of (71)

are evidently at

(72)
Df cm(D-l)\ D( en(D - l)\

— I r + bm H-—-)   and   —ir+a„-—-),
cm\ 2D      J en\ 2D      J

r = 0, 1, 2, • • • . From condition (ii) in the statement of Theorem 7 it follows

that all the an poles lie on the right of <r=.l and that if, in the case of bm, only

the inequality holds then all the bm poles lie on the left of cr = 0. If Re(èm)

= em(l— D)/2D for some values of mi then we have poles on the imaginary

axis. But there are at most q of such poles on <t = 0. Since the singularities of

Z(S) are all isolated simple poles it follows that <x0<0 and oi> 1 can be found

such that Z(S) is regular inside the strip o-0<o'<eri except possibly for some

simple poles on the imaginary axis.
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The second condition is the most difficult of the six. We must establish

that for large positive or negative t, S = o+it,

(73) ZiS) = T(5) cos (Sx/2) |/S + j + 0( | 5|~2)1 ,

where ß and y are constants which may have one value when t is large and

positive and another value when t is large and negative. 0 is the usual order

symbol.

To establish this we must examine the asymptotic expansion of ZiS) in

some detail. Consider the following factors of ZiS),

Tibm + CmiD -   1)/2D + CmS/D)

Tibm +Cm- CmiD -   1)/2D - CmS/D)

On using r(z)T(l —z) =7r/sin(7rz), [7, p. 233], we may replace the Gamma

function in the denominator of (74) by a Gamma function containing

+cmS/D instead of —cmS/D. We then apply to (74) the asymptotic expansion

of the Gamma function, (14), for large \S\ and | arg S\ <ir —5, 8>0. After

some simplification of the exponential terms it then follows that the asymp-

totic expansion of (74) is the product of the following two factors, (75a) and

(75b),

™ ^[7{K)*M+{t('4M3)}]
and

CmiD —   1) CmS)
(75b)

T. Í Cm(£-1) CmS\lr II!
\simrhm + cm-—-— > Ußm + ymS-i + Odsl-2)],

where ßm and ym are constants. (75a) and (75b) will appear in the numerator

of Z(S) but the corresponding factors for the Gamma functions involving a„

and e„ will appear in the denominator of Z(S), since the Gamma function con-

taining +e„5/£ is now in the denominator.

Among the factors in the asymptotic expansion of Z(S) we have

ÉKtÍK)'^-}]
(77) =expj(5-y)log5-5|

(78) = r^x + ^ + odsl-2)}
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where X and u are constants. (77) follows from (76) because of the definition

of D in condition (i) of Theorem 7 and (78) follows from (77) because of the

asymptotic expansion of T(S). (78) accounts only for part of the factors

which arise from (74). The remaining part gives us, as a factor in the asymp-

totic expansion of Z(S),

(79) yS-1/2

on using the definition of a in (65). The two expressions (78) and (79) account

for all the factors of the type (75a).

We must now consider the contribution of factors such as (75b) to the

asymptotic expansion of Z(S). As in (31) we have

. ( Cm(D -   1) CnS\
sin Wem -)->

I 27? D )

(       !      Y
I cos — Sir )
V        2       /

(80) -;-——¡- = <t>m + 0(e~\ 'I),

where the constant (pm may have one value when t is large and positive and

another when t is large and negative. Consequently we have

A    . Í, Cm(D-l) CmS\
I sin it < bm + Cm->

£i 1 27) D (I      \. ,
(81)     -= cos( — 5t)U + 0(«-"I)}
V A   •       Í <¿D~ 1)       enS\ \2      r '

I sin7T<a„-—>
„=1 I 2D D)

where again the constant \p depends upon whether / is positive or negative.

We can summarize all these results as follows. The asymptotic expansion

of Z(S), S = o+it, for large positive or negative t consists of five factors. They

are (i) (78), (ii) (79), (iii) (81), (iv) a group of factors of the type ßm+ymS~l

+ 0(|S|~2) which are associated with (75b) and therefore should be associ-

ated with (81). (iv) has q such factors in the numerator and p in the de-

nominator of Z(S) and their first terms never vanish (in fact all the first terms,

such as ßm, are equal to 2 whether in the numerator or in the denominator).

Hence all the factors of this group can be amalgamated into one factor of the

type

(82) u + vS-1 + 0(S'2)

where u and v are constants independent of t. The remaining factor (v) is the

last term in (71) namely all2~s, which so far has not been included in any of

the discussions.
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On multiplying all these five factors together it is evident that (ii) and (v)

cancel each other and that the remaining three multiply to the right hand

side of (73). This establishes the truth of (73) and proves, therefore, that the

second condition of Theorem 134 [6, p. 232] is satisfied.

The remaining four conditions are easily dealt with. The third condition

of Theorem 134 [6, p. 232] is that

(83) Z(5)Z(1 - 5) = 1.

This is evident from (71).

The fourth condition is that

(84) H{iXoi)D)iXaYD-»i2Dall2

must be the Mellin transform of ZiS). This follows from the way in which

ZiS) has been defined in (70).

The fifth condition is that

f    \fiYD)\ F<°-»'2dF
J o

should exist. On writing YD = y in this integral we see that this condition is

covered by the first part of condition (iii) Theorem 7.

The sixth and last condition is that /(Fß) YÍD~1)I2 must be of bounded

variation near Y = X, X>0. This is evidently covered by the last part of

condition (iii) Theorem 7.

Since all the six conditions of Theorem 134 [6, p. 232] are satisfied, the

conclusions of that theorem must follow and consequently equation (67) is

true. By using the transformation (66) in reverse it follows that (64) is true

and this completes the proof of Theorem 7.

9. Discontinuous integrals associated with 77(x).

Theorem 8. If (i) 77(x) is defined by (52) awd 77i(x) by (57) awd (ii) condi-

tions (i) awd (ii) of Theorem 7 hold then

0, x > y > 0,

r °° Hiiuy) 1
(85) I    Hixu)-— du = —, x = y,

Jo u 2

1, y > x > 0.

The proof of Theorem 8 is exactly as for Theorem 3, §5.

10. The asymptotic expansion of 77(x) for positive x. Since little has been

written on the 77-function it is desirable to determine its asymptotic expan-

sion. A complete investigation for complex as well as real values of x would

undoubtedly require a very lengthy discussion as can be seen by considering

the writings of Barnes [l] and Meijer [4]. For this reason I confine myself
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to the case of x real and positive. I will use a method which I originated in a

previous paper on Fourier kernels [3].

We start with 77(x) defined by (52) using, as before, s = cr+it, where a

and t are real and Re(z) to denote the real part of z. The conditions Re(¿>m)

>0, »i = l, ■ ■ • , q, and Re(an)>e„/2, m=1, • • ■ , p, of Theorem 9 below

keep the poles of T(bm+cms), mi = 1, • ■ • , q, to the left of the line o = 0 and

the poles of T(an — e„s), m= 1, ■ ■ ■ , p, to the right of the line <r= 1/2. Hence

we may use the line cr=/jfor the contour of (52) if 0<ju<l/2, and the inte-

gral of (52) will then converge if (and only if) x is real and positive. It is for

this reason that our method must be restricted to real values of x, but against

this we can offset the fact that our method is a simple and a comparatively

quick one.

In addition to the quantities D of (53) and a of (65) we need two further

constants, ß and K, defined by (86) below

(86) ß = aD,       K = 2Í'£(bm + Cm)-ÍL «»} •
(•=1 71=1 /

We ¿re now given o-0 and our problem is to find an asymptotic expansion

for 77(x), when x is large and positive, with an error term 0(x~'»), where 0 is

the usual order symbol.

Theorem 9. Assumptions: (i) cm>0, m = l, • ■ • , q, en>0, n = 1, • • • , p,

D>0 (D defined in (53)),
(ii) x  real  and  positive,   Re(2>m)>0,   m = l, • • -,   q,   Re(a„)>en/2,   n

-1, ' ■ './>.
(iii) given (To> 1/2, r denotes the greatest integer in {7>(2<r0 —1)+3}/2 and

un denotes the greatest positive integer in e„<T0 — Re(fl„), n= 1, • • • , p,

(iv) q — p is an odd positive integer.

Conclusion :

/ Xyi-D)I2D      r / X\-UD ,  !        . I   -   D\ I X\llD)

v

(87) + Z) {x~a"le"(A„ + Bnx-v°" + CnX-2le* + ■ ■ ■ + UnX-"""»)}

n=l

+ 0 (*-"»),

where vo, vi, ■ ■ ■ , vT and A„, Bn, •••,[/„ are constants which depend upon bm

and cm, m= 1, • • • , q and an and en, n— 1, • • • , p but are independent of x.

The constants vo, vi, ■ ■ ■ , vT are computed by a method specified in Lemma 6,

§11 and the constants A„, Bn, • • • , 77», n = 1, • • • , p, are computed by means

of residues as specified in §12. (53) gives D and (86) ß and K.

If q — p is an even positive integer (instead of condition (iv) above) then in the

right hand side of (87) we must replace
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by

(89, m{±.(K -í + i^£) + (j)"*}.

It is possible to merge these two cases, g—£ odd or even, into one, but

the formulae become more complex. Also I think that it is desirable to show

this difference between the two cases clearly.

It is possible to exhibit the difference between these two cases in another

manner. The term mt/2 (i = 0, 1, • • • , r) in each of the trigonometrical func-

tions of (87) shows that in the trigonometrical sum the sines and cosines ap-

pear alternately beginning with a sine term when iq — p) is odd and a cosine

term when iq — p) is even.

The proof of Theorem 9 depends upon some easily proved lemmas which

are dealt with in the next section.

11. Some preliminary lemmas. Conditions (ii) of Theorem 9 enable us to

use (52) as the definition of 77(x) with the line ff = oo where 0<(r0<l/2. We

now write (52) in the form

(90) Hix) -4-.f 2« (t) >ds'
2« J \p/

using the contour a = ao just mentioned and with

Q P

II r(^ + Cms) II r(a„ - e„s)

(91) Qis) = -—-—-ia)-">,
Q V

H r(¿>m + cm + Cms) II r(a„ — e„ + ens)
m=l n=l

since ß = aD.

Lemma 1. The asymptotic expansion of the gamma function [7,

p. 272]. For large \s\, \ arg s\ <ir — o, 5>0 we have

(92) r(i + a) = £-exp<ij+a-J log 5 — ji-

where

(93) £ = A + Bs~l + Cs~2 + ■ ■ ■ + Rs~r + 0( | 5 |-(*»+i)/î))

the constants A, B, C, - ■ ■ , R being all independent of s. It is important to note

that A ¿¿0, in this case A = (27r)1/2.

Any expression such as £ of (93), starting with a constant not equal to
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zero and continuing with negative powers of 5 until an algebraical order term

is reached, will be referred to as a function of type £.

Lemma 2. The first amalgamation lemma. A group of functions of type

F which are combined by multiplication and division can be amalgamated into

one function of type F.

The lemma is obvious for the case of multiplication. It is also obvious in

the case of division since the constant term of the £ type function in the

denominator cannot vanish.

Lemma 3. The second amalgamation lemma. £ef s = o+it. Then for

fixed o and large positive or negative t

(94)

XI Sin wibm + Cm — CmS)

H sin ir(a„ — ens)

|sin — tt(£ - Ds)\ {\i + 0(e-2l 'I)},

|cos— *-(£- £j)l{X2 + 0(e-2l'l)},

where the upper expression on the right hand side of (94) is to be used when

iq — p) is an odd positive integer and the lower expression when iq — p) is an

even positive integer. Also \i= i2i)(p~q+l) and X2 = 2(2i')(p_5), both being real.

To prove this we write s = <r+it and note that for large positive t we have

sin7r(ôm + cm — Cms) = — [exp{iwibm + cm — cm5)}][l — 0(e_2')]
2i

and that for large negative t we have

simribm + cm - cms) =-[exp{ — îV(im + cm — cms)}][l — 0(e~2|i|)].
2i

There are also corresponding expressions for sin 7r(a„ —e„5).

These values are now inserted in the left hand side of (94) and the result

simplified by using £ of (53) and £ of (86). It is then clear that the left hand

side behaves like

^[exp jy ¿x(£ - £5)}][1 - 0(e-2"l)]

for large positive values of t and like

i-iyt-p) — | expj-ix(K - Ds)\\[l - 0(e-2l'i)j

for large negative values of t.

Finally, whether t is large and positive or large and negative, these ex-

pressions in turn behave like
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jsin — t(K - Ds)\ {\i + 0(<r2"i)}

when (q—p) is odd and like

jcos — ir(K - Ds)\ {\2 + 0(e-W)}

when (q — p) is even. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 4. For large \s\,\ arg s\ <n — b, ô>0,

T(bm + cms)

T(bm + Cm — cms)
\yo)

exp | 2cm Us - —\ log * - *M

X exp-jfj - —J2cmlogcm>

X {sin ir(bm + cm — cms)}F,

where F is a function of type F defined in Lemma 1.

To prove this we first write

1
r(l — bm — Cm + cms)r sin 7r(¿>m + cm — cms),

T(bm + Cm —  CmS)

[7, p. 233] in (95) and then use the asymptotic expansion of Lemma 1. The

sine and F terms on the right of (95) are obvious so that we need only discuss

the exponential terms. After absorbing the factor x in the F term the ex-

ponential terms are

exp < Í bm + cms-J log cms — cms>

X    exp < Í1 — bm — cm + cms-— J log cms — cms > \.

Evidently the bm terms cancel and after some rearrangements this becomes

equivalent to the right hand side of (95), in so far as the exponential terms

are concerned.

We also have the analogous formula

r(aB - en + ens)
——-= exp[2e„{(s - l/2)log s - j}j

T(an - ens)

(96) . ,
X exp{ (s — l/2)2e„ log e„\

X {sin ir(an — ens)}F.
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After inversion (96) can be inserted in the right hand side of (91) in order to

obtain estimates for Q(s).

Lemma 5. The asymptotic expansion for Q(s) of (91). If s = o+it, <r is

fixed and t is large and either positive or negative then

5(i-D)/*r(2?j){sinw(K - Ds)/2\F; (g - *) odd,
(97) Qis) = V "   *   ' W      r

s«-D"2riDs){cosiriK- Ds)/2}F; (g - p) even,

where F is a function of type F defined in Lemma 1.

To prove this we must apply (95) and (96) to (91). From Lemma 2 the

£ terms amalgamate into a single £ term and from Lemma 3 the sine terms

amalgamate to

jsin — *-(£- £5)MXi-t-0(e-2l'l)}    when    (g - p) is odd

and to

icos — tt(£ - £5)i{X2 + 0(e-2l")}    when    (g - p) is even.

Evidently if £ is of type £, Lemma 1, a is finite and t is large, either posi-

tive or negative, then (Xi + 0(e-2|i|)} £ amalgamates into a function of type

£. Consequently the sine and £ factors of (95) and (96) amalgamate to

(98a) |sin — tt(£ - £5) i £    when    (g - p) is odd

and to

(98b) <cos — 7r(£ — Ds)> F    when    (g — p) is even,

where £ is a function of type £ defined in Lemma 1. This leaves us with the

exponential terms of (95) and (96) to deal with together with the factor

(a)-"D, which occurs in (91). Denote these factors by £, then

II exp[2cm{ (5 - l/2)log 5 - 5} + is - l/2)2cm log cm\

(99)     £ = —-a-">.
p

II exp[2e„{ (5 - l/2)log s - s} + (5 - 1/2)2«, log en]

From (65), which defines a, we have
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«
II exp {(j- l/2)2crologcm}

—-= (aD)D«'-»l2.

IX exp{ (s — 1/2)2en log e„}
n-l

On using (53), which defines D, it then follows that £ simplifies to

£ = [exp D{(s - l/2)log j - s}]DD<2'-l»2a-Di2

= [exp 7J»{(j - l/2)log (Ds) - s}]a~Di2

= [exp{(£>î - l/2)log(7?j) - Ds}](Ds)(l-D)'2a-Di2

= J(1-D)/!!^(7)s)F-17)(1-•D)/2a-i,/2,

where we have used the asymptotic expansion of T(Ds) given in Lemma 1

and F denotes a function of type F defined in Lemma 1.

In the last expression we first absorb the constant factors in the function

of type F and then associate the result either with (98a) if (q — p) is odd or

with (98b) if (q—p) is even. This gives us (97) and so completes the proof of

this lemma.

Lemma 6. Let s = o+it, where o is fixed and t may be large and either positive

or negative. Then we can choose (r+1) constants vit i = 0, 1, • • • , r, which are

independent of s such that

/tnn ,   Q(s) -ZviT(Ds - i+ {1 - D}/2) sin^(K - Ds)/2
(100a) ,=0

=  0( | S | (-2r-l+2D.-ß)/2)) if (ç _ p)  is odd

or

„ftnn   Q(s) - ¿ *iT(Ds -i+ {I- D}/2)cosir(K- Ds)/2
(100b) ,=0

=   0( |  5 | (-2r-l+2D<7-D)/2)j if (q _  p)  is g^^

To prove this we first note that from the asymptotic expansion (92)

T ( Ds - i + —- J =    exp ii Ds - i + —-J log Ds - Ds\   F,

= [exp{(7>5 - l/2)log Ds - Dsj^-Ws^Fi,

where Fi is a function of type F defined in Lemma 1. Denote the left hand

side of (100a) by R(s), then from the last result and (97) we have

R(s) = 5<1-û»2[exp{(i)5 - l/2)log Ds - Ds}][simr(K - Ds)/2\

X i F - ¿ »íS-'fX ,
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where in using (97) we have replaced YiDs) by its asymptotic expansion (92).

The terms £ and £,-, î = 0, 1, • • ■ , r, are functions of type £ defined in

Lemma 1. Each starts with a constant and continues through negative

powers of s until an order term is reached. In the case of £ the coefficients of

the various negative powers of 5 depend upon bm, cm, m = l, • ■ ■ , q and

a„, e„, w= 1, • • • , p only and are independent of 5. For Fit i= 1, • ■ • , r,

these coefficients depend upon D, given by (53), and i only. These coefficients

are therefore also independent of 5.

Consider now the expression {£— X)*-o ViS~'Fi}. We start by assuming

that each of the £ type functions terminates with the same order term,

namely 0(| 5|-(2s+1)/2). We can now choose the constants p¡, **»0, 1, • • • , r,

successively so that the constant term and the coefficients of s~, i = 0, 2, ■ • ■ ,r,

all vanish. Evidently we have r + 1 equations for the vit i = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , r,

constants. It is also evident that these constants v¡, computed in this manner,

will depend upon am, cm, m = 1, ■ ■ ■ , q, an, e„, w= 1, • • • , p, only and will be

independent of s. The constants can be computed successively since on

equating the first term of {£— ]C<=o "i5_<£,} to zero we obtain an equation

involving v0 only, on equating the coefficient of 5_1 to zero we obtain an equa-

tion involving va and vi only and so on for higher powers of 5_1.

This is the method of computation for the constants Vi, i = 0, 1, • • ■ , r,

prescribed by the statement of Theorem 9. We shall assume for the rest

of this section and also for the next section, §12, that the constants t\, i = 0,

1, • ■ • ,r, are computed in this manner so that we have, for large s,

(101) <F - J^víS-'fX  = 0(| 5|-<2r+1"2).

We now turn to the other factors of Ris). On writing s = o+it then, with

a fixed, it follows that for large t

exp{(£j - l/2)log Ds - Ds]smiriK - Ds)/2 = 0( | s|<*»•-»'»).

Consequently
R(s) = jd-ß)/20(| j|<2D"-1>'2)0(| 5|-<2r+1>'2)

= Oi\ s\liD'~D~2r~1)l2).

Since £(5) denotes the left hand side of (100a) it follows that we have estab-

lished the lemma for the case when iq — p) is odd. The proof for the case when

iq — p) is even is almost identical with the above investigation.

This lemma enables us to obtain the trigonometrical terms in the asymp-

totic expansion of 77(x) as in (87) for iq — p) odd or (89) when iq — p) is even.

The successful application of this lemma to obtaining the asymptotic ex-

pansion of 77(x) is due to the way in which Qis) is expressed asymptotically

in terms of Gamma functions as in (100a) and (100b). The idea of using

forms such as (100a) or (100b) originates in my previous paper on Fourier
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transforms, Fox [3, p. 411] where it was also used to obtain the trigonometri-

cal terms of an asymptotic expansion.

The last two lemmas deal with an integral which, expressed in terms of

the residues of its integrand, gives us the desired asymptotic expansion of

H(x), (87) or (89). When (q-p) is odd this integral will be denoted by 7i

and when (q—p) is even by 72.

7i = — f <Q(s) - ¿ rj1 (us - i + -^r~) sin — ir(K - Ds)\

(102) " *"°

when (q—p) is odd and

72 = — j ¡Q(s) - ¿ ViT (ds-í + -y-) cos - *(K - Ds)}

(103) V **
/ x\~

ds<7P
when (q—p) is even. We now have two aims, the first to show that if the

path of integration of 7i or 72 is the straight line <t = <to then 7i and 72 are

O(x~'o) and the second to show that this line may be completed into a closed

contour by means of a large circular arc on the left of it. The residues inside

this contour will then give us the desired asymptotic expansion (87) or (89).

Lemma 7. Assumptions: s = o+it; the path of integration of h and of I2 is

the straight line <r = o"o, o"o> 1/2; a positive integer r is chosen so that

(104) -D(o-0 - 1/2) + (r+ 1/2) > 1;

constants vit i — 0, 1, • ■ • , r, are chosen according to the method specified by

Lemma 6; conclusions:

(105) 7i = 0 (*-">),       72 = 0 (*-">).

To prove this we use Lemma 6, (100a) or (100b), to conclude that the

modulus of the integrand of either 7i or 72 is 0(| s| (-2r-1+2D<",-•D)/2)(x//3)-,r|,.

Hence, from (104), as a function 5 either of these integrands is 0(|s|~1_<)

where e>0 and so both integrals are absolutely convergent. Consequently,

considered as a function of x, each integral must be 0(x_t,°). This completes

the proof of Lemma 7.

Lemma 8. The straight line a = ao divides the circle whose centre is the origin

and whose radius is p into two arcs. Let A denote the arc on the left of <t = oo-

Then, taken along the arc A, lim,,..« 7i = 0 and limp..,,, 72 = 0.

We assume that as p—> °o the arc A avoids crossing any pole of either of
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the integrands of 7i or 72. This is always possible since all these poles are

simple and isolated.

To prove this let (p, 0), — ir < 6 ^ w, be the polar co-ordinates of any point

on the arc A. On writing s = peie in the asymptotic expansion of r(5+a), (92),

it follows that for \d\ 9e ir/2, |0| < ir — 5, 5 > 0, the dominant factor is

exp{(p logp) cos0}. The case |0 —ir\ <5 can be dealt with by using the

formula [7, p. 233] Yis+a) =tv/Yil — s — a) sin7r(5+a) and for such values of

0 it is found that the dominating factor is the same.

On applying this result to the various terms of the integrands of 7i and

72, then, for points (p, 0) and |0| ^7r/2 we find that the dominant factor in

each case is exp J (Dp log p) cos 0}. Since £>0 we then deduce that if the

arc of integration is confined to those parts of A for which \d\ >ir/2, then

lim 7i = 0 and lira 72 = 0 as p—» =°.

Again when |0| =ir/2 the dominant factor of T(5+a) is

J(2a-l)/2exp{_Jx/2}.

Applying this to the various terms of the integrands of 7i and 72 it follows

that for points (p, +7r/2) the dominant factor for Qis) is p_ß/2 and for either

YiDs-i+il-D/2) simriK-Ds)/2orYiDs-i+il-D)/2)cosTriK-Ds)/2

the dominating factor is p-<2'+ß)/2. Hence, when |0| =ir/2, these integrands

tend to zero as p—>oo. Jordan's theorem [7, p. 115] therefore justifies an ex-

tension of the result just above to the end points so that we have

(106) lim Ii = 0    and    lim 72 = 0,
p—► 00 p—r 00

where the path of integration in each case is the semicircular part of A for

which |0| ^tt/2.
We still have to deal with the two arcs of A which lie between the imagin-

ary axis, where |0| =ir/2, and the line <r = <xo. The total length of these two

arcs is 2p arc sin (a0/p) = 0(1) as p—>=o.

The order of the integrands of 7i and 72 along these arcs can be estimated

from Lemma 6. Assuming that the constants v¡, i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , r, have been

chosen in the manner specified in Lemma 6 then from (100a) and (100b) the

order of the integrands is

(107) 0(p(-Sr-l+2D,-D)/2)

where Q^o-^oo. But on making use of the inequality (104) we have

(-2r-l+2£o-o-£)/2<-l. Hence (107) cannot exceed Oip'1).

Since the length of arc times the order of the integrand is Oip*1) it follows

that when taken along the two arcs of A lying between the lines <r = 0 and

o = ero we have

(108) lim h = 0    and    lim 72 = 0.
p—► eo p—► oo
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The results (106) and (108) between them evidently give a complete proof

of Lemma 8. We can now proceed directly to the proof of the asymptotic ex-

pansion of 27(x).

12. The asymptotic expansion of 27(x), (x>0). We can now find the as-

ymptotic expansion of 77(x) with the prescribed error term 0(x~">). We shall

assume that <r0> 1/2. The theory centres round the two integrals 7i and 72 of

(102) and (103) one dealing with the case when (q — p) is odd and the other

when (q — p) is even. The proofs are exactly the same, however, in both cases

and so we shall confine ourselves to the case when (q — p) is odd. The integral

we must study is then (102) which we repeat,

(109)

7i = —; f <Q(s) - ¿ ViT [Ds-i +-\ sin — T(K - Ds)\
2m J „„ I ,_0       \ 2/2 ;

where the path of integration is the straight line a = o~o, and Q(s) is as defined

in (91).

We assume temporarily that the path of integration does not cross any

pole of the integrand of 7i. Since oo> 1/2 this means that <r0 cannot take any

of the values {Re(an)+i}/en, m = 1, • • • , p; i = 0, 1, 2, • • • . We shall at

the end of this section show that even if oo does assume one of these values

the asymptotic expansions (87) and (89) still remain true.

Given (To we now choose r to be the greatest positive integer in D(o0—1/2)

+ 3/2 so that we have

(110) 1 < - D(oo - 1/2) + r + 1/2 < 2.

The left hand inequality of (110) is the same as the inequality (104) and there-

fore, if the constants viti = 0, 1,2, ■ ■ • ,r, are chosen in the manner specified

by Lemma 6, according to Lemma 7 we have 7i = 0(x_"°). We assume, of

course, that these constants are so chosen.

From Lemma 8 we know that the straight line path a = a0 of (109) can

be completed to a closed contour by means of a large circular arc to the left,

an arc whose centre is the origin and whose radius tends to infinity. Hence

7i is also equal to the sum of all the residues of the integrand of (109) lying

to the left of the line o — oo- As a final conclusion we can state that the sum

of all the residues of (109) due to the poles of the integrand on the left of

<j = oo is 0(x-"").

We now proceed to compute all these residues to the left of o = Go and for

convenience we shall place them in three groups.

Group 1 contains all the residues of Q(s)(x/ß)~' which arise from the poles

of T(bm+cms), »i = l, • • • , q. All these poles are to the left of <t = <t0 (> 1/2).

In fact from condition (ii) of Theorem 9 they all lie to the left of o = 0.

Evidently these residues are the same as those of the integral in (90) which
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defines 77(x). Hence the sum of the residues in this group is 77(x).

Group 2 contains all the residues of Q(s)(x/ß)~' which arise from those

poles of r(an — e„s), n= 1, • ■ • , p, lying to the left of <t = cto. According to con-

dition (ii) of Theorem 9 all these poles lie to the right of the line <r = 1/2 so

that all the poles of this group lie between the lines o = 1/2 and a = o-0 ( > 1/2).

If «„denotes the greatest positive integer ine„<ro — Re(a„) then the poles of

this group are at s = (an+i)/ea, where ¿ = 0, 1, 2, • • • , un and m = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p.

The corresponding residues are then

V

(111) -   Ya {x-a"le"(An + BnX-11- + C*"*'- +   •   •   •  +   if»*"«»'*)} ,
n=l

where An, Bn, C„, • • ■ , Un are respectively the residues of —Q(s)ß" at the

poles 5 = (an+i)/en, i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , u„. Since Q(s) is a ratio of two products

of Gamma functions, (91), these residues are easy to compute and conse-

quently An, Bn, ■ ■ ■ , Un are all easy to compute in comparison with the

constants »\-, t = 0, 1, • • • , r, of Lemma 6, which may be very difficult to

compute.

The expression (111) gives us all the algebraic terms of the asymptotic

expansion of 77(x) as required by (87) or (89) in the statement of Theorem 9.

The constants An, Bn, C„, • • • , Un of (87) and (89) are the same as those of

(111). The statement of Theorem 9 contains the phrase "the constants

A„, B„, C„, ■ • • , Un, m= 1, • • • , p, are computed by means of residues as

specified in §12." The method of computation referred to in this phrase is

the one immediately following expression (111).

Groups 1 and 2 between them account for all the residues of Q(s)(x/ß)~'.

Group 3 contains all the residues of

(112) - { g„r (ft -,; + i~?) s¡„ i „(* - ft)} (iY*

arising from the poles of this expression which lie to the left of the line

cr = <To. All the poles of (112) are simple and isolated and occur when

s = {i/D-(l-D)/2D-j/D}, where i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , r and j = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
The pole at the extreme right of this set of points occurs when i = r and 7 = 0.

The extreme right pole is at

1 /        D+ 1        \
(113) s = -[r+—-lj><r0>

by the left hand inequality of (110). Hence this pole is outside the contour.

The pole immediately on the left of (113) occurs when i = r and i= 1 or when

i = (r—1) and j = 0. This pole is at

(114)
1 /        D+ 1        \

-«(' + —-2<"'
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by the right hand inequality of (110). Consequently, of all the poles of (112)

one is to the right of the line cr = oo and so is outside our contour while all the

others are to the left of this line and their residues must all be included when

evaluating 7i of (109).

The residue due to the pole (113), which is outside the contour, is evi-

dently a constant multiple of x~' where, by (113), 5><ro. Hence this residue

cannot exceed 0(x~">), so that if this residue is added to the others we shall

only include a magnitude which is of the same order as the error term we

were allowed at the beginning of this section. This justifies us in dealing with

(112) as if all its poles lie to the left of the line <r = <r0, i.e., in including the pole

(113).
The residues of (112) are easily found to be

/¡(Ul-JD/IDr       r xx (1     / 1 - D\      /x\1/B)

(115,-(7)    ?AirmHi'(K->+-—Hi) }■

These are all the trigonometrical terms of (87) or (89).

The sum of the residues in these three groups is, by Cauchy's theorem,

equal to the value of the integral of (109) and this, in turn, we know to be

0(x~"0) by Lemma 7, (105). On comparing these statements with (87) we

see that the asymptotic expansion for 77(x) has been proved for the case

when iq — p) is an odd positive integer.

The case when iq — p) is an even positive integer is dealt with in the same

way; we must use 72 of (103) instead of 7i of (109). We then obtain (89) as

the asymptotic expansion of 77(x).

We conclude this section by reviewing one point which was mentioned

at the beginning. It was assumed that the path of integration of Ji, of (109),

did not pass through any of the poles of the integrand of 7i.

Suppose now that oo is prescribed in such a manner that the path of

integration of 7i does pass through a pole, P say, of the integrand. In this

case we must insert a small semicircular indentation in the line cr = cro, with P

as centre, and drawn so that P is either inside or outside the modified con-

tour. In either case on making the radius of the indentation tend to zero it is

easy to show that the effect of the indentation is to introduce a term of order

O(x-ff0). Consequently the asymptotic expansions (87) and (89) still remain

true even if a o takes any of the values } Re(a„)+i}/e„, n = l, 2, • ■ ■ , p and

*'=0, 1,2, • • •.
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.

13. Some properties of 77(x). The asymptotic expansions, (87) and (89),

for 77(x) contain as a special case a theorem I have proved in a previous

paper [3, Lemma 1, p. 409]. The previous result can be obtained from (87) by

writing cm = en — c, m=l, ■ ■ • , q, w = l, ■ • -, p and q = p + l. The method

used to prove the previous result, however, is the same as the one used here.
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Both methods depend upon the introduction and study of expressions

such as (100a) and (100b) used here.

The asymptotic expansions for 77(x), (87) and (89) also contain the asymp-

totic expansion given in (35) as a special case since the G(x) function of (10)

can be obtained from 77(x) of (52) by writing cm = en = c, m=l, ■ ■ ■ , q,

w = 1, • • • , p, in (52). Our proof, however, restricts x to be real and positive,

whereas the work of Barnes [l] and Meijer [4] on the G(x) function allows x

to be complex.

Finally the asymptotic expansion of 77(x) enables us to explain the need

for the transformations (66) which replace 77(x) by another kernel

H{(Xa)D}iXayD-»'2Dail2.

From condition (ii) Theorem 7 we see that the algebraic terms of the

asymptotic expansion for 77(x), (87) and (89), tend to zero as x—>oo. But the

trigonometrical terms contain the factor x'-l~D)t2D. Hence, when £^1, 77(x)

cannot oscillate finitely, as x—»oo, in the manner of the classical Fourier

kernels.

On the other hand (87) and (89) show that the asymptotic expansion of

77"{ iXa)D\ iXa){D~ul2Da112 contains algebraic terms which tend to zero as

X—* oo, but that the trigonometrical terms are of the type

(116) ¿ ViX-* sin j— x(k - i +-J + x\ .

Evidently the terms of (116) for which ¿>1 all tend to zero as X tends to

infinity but the term for which i = 0 oscillates finitely as X—*<x>. Hence this

kernel behaves much like the symmetrical Fourier kernels of classical theory

and so much of this theory can be applied to it. This explains the need for

the transformations (66) and the method of proof used in the establishment

of Theorem 7.
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